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around the corner! The evenings are finally
getting lighter and we’re buoyed by the
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NEWS

Letter from the Chief Executive
Tina Houlihan
Welcome to the
latest issue of Look
Forward. Christmas
already feels a
lifetime ago and my
team has been very
busy planning for
the year ahead.
We’re all enjoying the longer
evenings and are glad the snow is
behind us!

We have some exciting fundraisers
coming up, and all sorts of events
you can join in to support our work;
our Fundraising team will be more
than happy to speak with you if
you’re interested in learning more.
Please do feel free to get in touch
with me on
chiefexecutive@rpfightingblindness.org.uk
if you have any feedback or
comments about the charity; we
always welcome your thoughts.

In this edition you’ll also learn
about some of the exciting changes
Thank you for your ongoing support.
we would like to enact this year the trustees and I feel these are
essential for the progress of the
charity, and I look forward to
hearing your thoughts on this
Do you follow us
matter.
I very much hope you’ll be able to
join us at our upcoming annual
conference in June; it’s always a
highlight in our events calendar,
and our Services team is hard at
work finalising the details for the
day.
RP Fighting Blindness funds medical
research into inherited retinal
dystrophies and offers a range of
information and support services to
patients and their families.

on Facebook and
Twitter? Search for
RP Fighting Blindness on Facebook
to find our Page and various groups,
and follow us on Twitter on
@RPFightingBlind for the latest
updates and news about the charity.
PO Box 350
Buckingham, MK18 1GZ
E: info@rpfightingblindness.org.uk
T: 01280 821334 (OFFICE)
T: 0845 123 2354 (HELPLINE)

EVENTS

Birmingham Information Day
RP Fighting Blindness would like to
invite you to an Information Day
focusing on Inherited Retinal
Dystrophies (IRDs) and syndromes,
including retinitis pigmentosa and
Usher syndrome. This event will
take place on Tuesday 15 May
2018, 10.00am - 4.00pm at St
Luke's Church Centre, Great
Colmore Street, B15 2AT

Registration is required and places
are limited, so please do contact us
to confirm your place!
If you would like to attend the event
or you have any questions, please
contact the RPFB office for further
details.
Telephone: 01280 821334
Email:
services@rpfightingblindness.org.uk

We have a programme of four
Information Days planned during
Post: RP Fighting Blindness, P.O Box
2018, to be held in various regions
350, Buckingham MK18 1GZ
of the UK. Our first event is this one
The RP Fighting Blindness
in Birmingham.
Information Day programme was
This is a great opportunity to find
devised to bring the most up to
out more about IRDs; the event will date research and support
include presentations and there
information to different regions
will be the chance to meet with
each year. We announce details of
other local sight loss charities and such events locally a few months in
find out what they are offering as
advance, and will always advertise
well as learning more about the
them in Look Forward. We’re
work of RP Fighting Blindness.
fortunate to attract some of the
country’s leading scientific experts
This event is free of charge, and is
to present about research and
open to:
advances in scientific
understanding, and offer delegates
Anyone affected by an inherited
the chance to ask questions about
retinal dystrophy
any areas they’d like more
Family and friends
information on. It’s a great chance
to meet members of the RP
Professionals working with
Fighting Blindness office team too,
affected families
and get updates about the charity
and its work.
Anyone interested learning more
about this important group of eye
conditions
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RESEARCH FROM THE CHAIRMAN
STATEMENT

Important information about
RP Fighting Blindness
I have written to our members to
ask for their assistance in an
important matter, the re-naming of
our wonderful charity. This was
done as we have become
increasingly aware that the term
RP is becoming less clinically
relevant as science and
understanding of inherited
progressive sight loss increases.

fellow trustees, longstanding
members, scientific researchers
and younger supporters. This new
name is Retina UK.
The name Retina UK was devised
following an in-depth process
exploring many different options.
We consulted people from every
area of our work and sought advice
from branding and charity experts
over the course of a year to ensure
we developed a brand that
reflected the very special work we
do.

This is proving problematic for us
for two reasons. The first is that
many newly diagnosed people do
not discover us, meaning they do
not access our extensive resources
and information. The second is that
our income is affected - without
newly diagnosed people joining and
supporting the charity we cannot
grow our medical research and
patient support programmes. We
We wanted to be certain that we
want to accelerate research and
would have a name as relevant in
offer more support than ever
the future as it is now. It aligns us
before.
with the wider global sight loss
A new name has been developed,
community, echoing messaging of
as part of a wider strategy review,
our partner organisations around
with branding experts and in
the world, including Retina
consultation with various key
International, of which we are a
figures in the charity including my
proud founding member.
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our most productive and rewarding
yet.

Our proposed renaming is only one
of a number of changes we’re
working towards; we’re building a
new website too and continue to
develop our services and
information functions.

!!!!!!!!!!
On behalf of my fellow trustees
and
all
" ! the !staff at
! RP Fighting
Blindness, I thank you for your
support
in this important matter.
!

% have
%
%
Should you
any% queries
or
thoughts about
our
change,%
%
% name
%
you can contact the office. The
%
%
%
%
% %
team will be more than happy to
% %
$
%
speak with you and answer any
questions you might have.

We’ll% post
about
this
% updates
%
%
!
matter on our website in the
%% %following
% %
coming
the close
% % % weeks
%%
%
%
of %the process,
and% announce
%
%
% % the % %
result% of% the$ membership
vote.
%
!!

I hope everyone is as excited as I
am about our proposed changes.
Our charity has a proud history,!!!!!!!!!!
and
% years
% will be
! % the
! % next
! few
I feel"sure

*!
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!
!
!
!
!
Don
Grocott
!Chair of the Board of Trustees
!!!!!!!!!!
!
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RP Fighting
Blindness
would
like
the
%
%
%
% to% thank
%!
% following
%
%for %their%
!
contribution towards this edition of Look Forward.
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EVENTS

The RP Fighting Blindness
Conference 2018
Members, patients, supporters,
clinicians and researchers alike are
welcome to attend the RP Fighting
Blindness Conference on Saturday
23rd of June 2018 to share
information, research news and
everything RP.

workshops again this year.
Members of RP Fighting Blindness
are welcome to take part in the
conference at no charge, together
with a partner or guide. Nonmembers are equally welcome at a
cost of £30 each, which includes
refreshments all day and the buffet
lunch.

As last year, the conference will be
held at 1 America Square, 17
Crosswall, London, EC3N 2LB. This
venue is conveniently situated
close to London Fenchurch Street,
Tower Hill and Tower Gateway
stations. You can learn more about
this venue on the 1 America Square
website:
http://www.cavendishvenues.co.uk
For members and non-members
/city-conference-venues/
alike, it is essential that places are
This one-day event is always an
booked, as seating and catering
important part of the RPFB
arrangements are made in advance.
calendar, bringing together over 150 Please contact head office on
people to hear from our expert
info@rpfightingblindness.org.uk or
speakers, learn from each other,
call on 01280 821334 to confirm the
meet the RP Fighting Blindness
number of places required. Nonteam, as well as socialise and catch members will be invoiced. Please
up with old friends. The event also
advise us of any communications
incorporates the charity’s formal
needs you may have, and if you
AGM as the last session of the day. have any food allergies or
Following the success of last year’s intolerances.
format, we will be running
6
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EVENTS

RPFB Annual Conference Agenda
9.00

Exhibition, stands and registration open

9.30

Conference Welcome Address RPFB Chairman, Don Grocott

9.50

Chief Executive’s Address Tina Houlihan, Chief Executive, RPFB

10.10

Main Hall Speaker: Dr Mariya Moosajee

10.30 Tea and coffee break With a chance to view the stands and chat
11.00 Option 1: Medical Speaker - Main Hall TBC
11.00 Option 2: VI Technology - Room two Stephen Hicks
11.25 Inspirational speaker Victoria Skinner - Main Hall
12.00 Lunch “FLY” Freedom In Acceptance; Art Exhibition
13.00 Option 3: Speaker - Main Hall TBC
13.00 Option 4: Working Age Research - Room two TBC
13.30 Option 5: Medical Speaker - Main Hall TBC
13.30 Option 6: Retinal Implants - Room two TBC
14.15

Tea and Coffee Break With a chance to view the stands and chat

15.15

Medical Speaker - Main Hall TBC

15.45 RP Question Time Chaired by Professor John Marshall MBE and
joined by medical speakers
16.30 Conference Close Don Grocott, Chairman of the Board
16.45 Annual General Meeting
The formal business matters of the charity
Non-members are welcome to attend but are unable to speak
or vote on any resolution
17.15

Event Close
This programme is subject to change.
www.rpfightingblindness.org.uk
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EVENTS
Notice to Members of RP Fighting
Blindness Annual General Meeting

7. Resolution: The Retirement and Reelection of trustees.

The RP Fighting Blindness Annual
General Meeting (AGM) will take
place at 16:45 on Saturday 23rd of
June 2018. All full members are
entitled to attend, speak and vote
at the AGM which will be at 1
America Square, 17 Crosswall,
London, EC3N 2LB.

(a) The following trustees retire by
rotation and are standing for reelection:

This will be the fifth AGM of the
Charitable Incorporated
Organisation (CIO) and we look
forward to welcoming members to
this meeting.
Agenda for RP Fighting Blindness
AGM
1. Chairman’s welcome
2. Introductions
3. Apologies
4. Approval of the minutes of the
previous AGM
5. Annual Report and Accounts for
2017
(a) Introduction
(b) Questions from the floor
(c) Resolution: to adopt the Report
and Accounts for 2017
6. Resolution: To appoint Davies
Mayers Barnett Audit Services as
auditors

Janet Crookes
Rachael Stevens
(b) The following trustees retire by
rotation and are not standing for reelection:
Stephen Jones
8. Any Other Business
9. Chairman’s closing remarks

Proxy voting
Any member of the CIO may appoint
another person as a proxy to
exercise all or any of that member’s
rights to attend, speak and vote at
a general meeting of the CIO. You
can appoint someone to act on your
behalf by informing RP Fighting
Blindness in writing. This must
state your name and address, the
identity of the person you wish to
elect to act for you and the meeting
at which you are giving them
permission to vote on your behalf.
Written confirmation of proxy
voting must arrive by 22nd June
2018 and can be posted to:
RP Fighting Blindness
PO Box 350,Buckingham,MK18 1GZ
Or alternatively emailed to
info@rpfightingblindness.org.uk
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INFORMATION

Paid for announcement by Second
Sight
“I feel so much happier now I can see better quality of life - it’s a great
the sky and the landscape again”
thing to just to behave like anyone
else. I live in the countryside: now, I
Dorothea Kohlhaas, 48, works as a
can perceive the trees, grass, sheep.
legal secretary and lives in Western
Not to be in the dark, to be isolated
Germany.
in your blindness, is such a good
Totally blind due to RP, Dorothea
feeling!”
received an Argus II retinal implant
Globally, 75 Argus II surgeries took
at the Cologne University Hospital in
place in 2017 alone. For more
2013.
information about Argus II and the
“The biggest benefit I receive from
NHS, please call UK freephone 0800
the system is that I have much
520 0925.
better orientation outside or inside
This advertisement is paid for by the
a place I don’t know. When I am
company and its inclusion in this
outside I can perceive the edge of
the kerb, or a pedestrian crossing. It newsletter does not imply any
preferential endorsement by RP
means I can go out by myself. I have Fighting Blindness.
more autonomy. I feel safer. I have a

14th October 2018
Ten places available
Join the team running the stunning
13.1 mile route which takes in London’s
world-famous landmarks on closed
roads, and four of London’s eight Royal
Parks – Hyde Park, The Green Park, St
James’s Park and Kensington Gardens.

Photo showing our 2017 runners

Contact Emily Webb on 01280 815900 or
HPLO\#US¿JKWLQJEOLQGQHVVRUJXNIRUPRUH
information.

RESEARCH

Nightstar Therapeutics begin first
Phase III trial for a gene therapy
targeting choroideremia
Nightstar will launch the first-ever
Phase III trial testing a gene
therapy for choroideremia. The
trial, STAR, will follow 140 patients
in Europe, the US, Canada and
South America.

are positive, Nighstar’s NSR-REP1
could become the first gene
therapy for choroideremia to enter
the market.

“The initiation of this first-ever
Phase III trial for the treatment of
NSR-REP1, Nightstar’s gene
choroideremia is a major milestone
therapy for choroideremia, uses an for Nightstar and a tremendous
adeno-associated virus to insert a
step forward for patients otherwise
healthy copy of the CHM gene into
at risk of blindness due to this
patients in order to correct RPE1
devastating disease,” said Dave
functions. The treatment is injected Fellows, chief executive officer of
into a patient’s eye, where it can
Nightstar. “We are very encouraged
target retinal cells directly. The aim by the responses we have seen toof the gene therapy is to prevent
date following treatment with NSRthe vision loss associated with the REP1. This accomplishment
disease by restoring healthy retinal demonstrates our team’s ability to
tissue.
successfully advance important
gene therapies. We are thankful to
The STAR trial is expected to enrol
our academic and advocacy
approximately 140 patients across partners, as well as the many
18 clinical sites in the United
patients who have participated in
States, Europe, Canada and South
our studies, all of whom have been
America. The trial follows several
instrumental in helping us to
successful rounds of fundraising
achieve this milestone.”
last year, paving the way for a gene
therapy that could potentially slow Don’t forget, you can keep up to
date with the latest scientific
or stop the progression of the
research news on our website.
condition. If the Phase III results
10
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FUNDRAISING

The Big Give Christmas Challenge
2017
At the end of last year RP Fighting
Blindness participated in the Big
Give Christmas Challenge for the
first time, raising funds for a new
research project exploring a nonviral alternative to traditional gene
therapy for Usher syndrome.
The Big Give Christmas Challenge,
founded by entrepreneur and
philanthropist Sir Alec Reed CBE, is
the UK’s biggest online match
funding campaign. It offers
supporters of participating
charities the opportunity to have
their donation doubled, and since
its launch in 2008 more than £90
million has been raised for
thousands of charity projects.
We secured a match-funding pot of
£10,000, consisting of pledges from
major donors and a contribution
from our Big Give Christmas
Challenge ‘Champion’, The Hospital
Saturday Fund. This gave us an
overall target of £20,000, quite a
challenge for our first time taking
part!
Thanks to our incredible
supporters, we smashed that
target, raising an amazing £25,319!

Dr Mariya Moosajee

We want to say a HUGE thank you
to everyone who contributed. The
research project is underway, led by
Dr Mariya Moosajee at UCL’s
Institute of Ophthalmology, and we
are expecting her first report in
November.
Establishing whether non-viral
vectors can be used to deliver gene
therapy successfully could open up
further avenues of research for
conditions where the causative
gene is too large to fit inside a
standard viral vector. This means
that the project has a wider
relevance for a range of inherited
retinal dystrophies.
We intend to participate in the Big
Give Christmas Challenge again, so
look out for details later in the year.
www.rpfightingblindness.org.uk
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RESEARCH

FDA approves Luxturna gene therapy
treatment
The U.S. Food and Drug
Administration has approved
Luxturna (voretigene neparvovecrzyl), a new gene therapy, for the
treatment of patients with
confirmed biallelic RPE65
mutation-associated retinal
dystrophy.
Biallelic mutation carriers have a
mutation (not necessarily the same
mutation) in both copies of a
particular gene (a paternal and a
maternal mutation). The RPE65
gene provides instructions for
making an enzyme (a protein that
facilitates chemical reactions) that
is essential for normal vision.
Mutations in the RPE65 gene lead
to reduced or absent levels of
RPE65 activity, blocking the visual
cycle and resulting in impaired
vision. Individuals with biallelic
RPE65 mutation-associated retinal
dystrophy experience progressive
deterioration of vision over time.
This loss of vision, often during
childhood or adolescence,
ultimately progresses to complete
blindness.
Luxturna works by delivering a
normal copy of the RPE65 gene
12
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directly to retinal cells. These
retinal cells then produce the
normal protein that converts light
to an electrical signal in the retina
to restore patient’s vision loss.
Luxturna uses a naturally occurring
adeno-associated virus, which has
been modified using recombinant
DNA techniques, as a vehicle to
deliver the normal human RPE65
gene to the retinal cells to restore
vision.
The safety and efficacy of Luxturna
were established in a clinical
development program with a total
of 41 patients between the ages of
4 and 44 years. All participants had
confirmed biallelic RPE65
mutations. The primary evidence of
efficacy of Luxturna was based on a
Phase 3 study with 31 participants
by measuring the change from
baseline to one year in a subject’s
ability to navigate an obstacle
course at various light levels. The
group of patients that received
Luxturna demonstrated significant
improvements in their ability to
complete the obstacle course at
low light levels as compared to the
control group.

RESEARCH

“This truly is a milestone for gene
therapy and sight loss research,”
commented Tina Houlihan, our
Chief Executive. “We are confident
that over the next few years we will
see more gene therapy treatments
reaching clinical trial stage, and
more treatments approved for
patient use. Obviously there is still
much work to be done and the
development of more novel gene
therapy treatments needs to be
undertaken, but the inherited
progressive sight loss community
as a whole should be encouraged
by this announcement. Drug
treatment pricing is a complex and
controversial topic - as an
organisation which funds scientific
research, we do understand the
costs associated with undertaking
quality research, and the
investments required. As a patient
organisation however, our first
priority is always our community we’re keen to understand how the
pricing model of Luxturna will
impact British patients and the role
of the NHS in this. As gene therapy
research progresses, we’re certain
we’ll see more treatments like
Luxturna, for sight loss and a whole
range of genetic conditions. We’re
at an exciting early stage and
finally seeing the fruits of many

years of foundation work
undertaken by both charitable
medical research funders and the
commercial sector. We should not
forget what a huge step forward
this treatment is for our community
- it’s impossible to put a value on
sight.”
RP Fighting Blindness - our values
At RP Fighting Blindness we are
committed to creating a better
world for our community, through
investment in ground-breaking
research and the provision of
relevant information and support
services.
We aim to achieve the highest
standards in everything we do,
whether through our stringent
review process for medical
research, the importance we place
on feedback from those accessing
our services, or our commitment to
best practice in fundraising.
We endeavour to be responsive to
our community, and welcome all of
your comments and views. Later
this year we will be carrying out a
survey to learn more about what
you need from us as a charity.
Please look out for this and
participate if you can.
www.rpfightingblindness.org.uk
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The Sahara Challenge
3rd - 8th February 2019
Join RP Fighting Blindness Trustee, Keith Valentine on a trek across
the Sahara desert!
The days will be hot, the trekking will be tough but the rewards of conquering
the desert and discovering a quieter pace of life will be worth it. Join us on
this adventure of a life time and help change people’s lives.
Your Sahara Desert Trek involves 4 days of trekking around and up and down
the amazing sand dunes of the Moroccan Sahara in the Erg Chegaga area.
You will trek over 70km of desert sand and climb the highest dunes. Each
evening, trek to the top of a nearby dune to watch the sand change colour as
the sun sets and then camp overnight in a traditional Berber bedouin camp
under the beautiful Saharan night sky.
For more information please contact Emily Webb on 01280 815900
RUHPLO\#US¿JKWLQJEOLQGQHVVRUJXN

If you’d like to kept up to date with treks and other challenges, get in
touch with Emily to let her know what you’re interested in!

FUNDRAISING

Hope to Seaview
Hope to Seaview is a fundraiser
taking place on the Isle of Wight on
the 10th June, raising money for RP
Fighting Blindness. There are three
ways to join in:
Sponsored walk: from The Salix,
Small Hope Beach in Shanklin to
the Old Fort in Seaview, following
the coastal path around 12 miles.
One mile walk: walk with our
‘genetic baton’ (blindfold and fancy
dress optional!) to signify passing
on this genetic condition.
Sponsored cycle: from Shanklin to
Seaview, the long way round, about
50 miles, using as many railway
paths as possible!

To find out more about this event,
and about how to register, contact
Colin McArthur on
colinmcarthur@talktalk.net. It
costs £10 to register (nonrefundable) and this will cover
costs such as t-shirt, sponsor form,
certificates, medal and any bike
hire if needed. There is no minimum
amount of sponsor money to raise,
but the organisers would be
grateful if you could collect as
much as possible! All money raised
will go to the research fund of RP
Fighting Blindness. You can donate
on
www.justgiving.com/fundraising/
teamhopetoseaview

Thames Gala Cruise
6th September 2018 - 7pm-11pm
Tickets on sale now!
Cruise along the River Thames on
the Pride of London
Enjoy a welcome drink and
delicious canapes
Live music
Silent auction
Tickets are only £75 per person
Visit www.thamesgalacruise.com for
more information and to book tickets

NEWS

Microsoft’s Seeing AI app
Microsoft’s Seeing AI app, which
helps blind and partially sighted
people by narrating the world
around them, was released in the
UK at the end of last year.
The free program uses artificial
intelligence to recognise objects,
people and text via a phone or
tablet’s camera and describes
them to the user. Seeing AI, an
ongoing research project from
Microsoft, is designed to help
people with visual impairments
complete everyday tasks.
Saqib Shaikh, who is himself
visually impaired and led the
development of Seeing AI from
Microsoft’s offices in UK, said he
was excited at the possibilities the
technology can offer people.
“Since launching Seeing AI, it’s
been amazing to see how people
with visual impairments have been
using the app to increase their
independence, and we are excited
to bring the app to the UK - my
home country. At Microsoft, we aim
to empower every person and every
organization on the planet to
achieve more, and Seeing AI
achieves this in a very real sense.
As someone who is visually
impaired, this has become a key

16
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tool in my daily life, and I look
forward to others in the UK
benefitting from it, too.”
The program lets users recognise:
Text - speaks text as soon as it
appears in front of the camera
Documents - provides audio
guidance to capture a printed page,
and recognizes the text, along with
its original formatting
Products - scans barcodes, using
audio beeps to guide you; hear the
name, and package information
when available
People - allows users to saves
friends’ faces in their contact list
so they can be recognized later
Scenes (early preview) - hear an
overall description of the scene
captured
Images in other apps - just tap
“Share” and “Recognize with
Seeing AI” to describe images from
emails, photos, Twitter and more.
The app is now available for iOS
devices in the UK, Ireland and
Australia, after being released in
the United States, Canada, India,
Hong Kong, New Zealand and
Singapore earlier this year.

RESEARCH

GenSight Clinical Trials
GenSight to start clinical testing
combination of gene therapy and
wearable device.

therapy step introduces a gene that
encodes for a protein sensitive to
light into specific neurons. The
wearable device is a pair of goggles
GenSight will start a clinical trial in
that capture images and transform
the UK testing a combination of
them into light patterns that
gene therapy and a wearable device
stimulate the light-sensitive
to restore sight in patients with
proteins in the neurons, which send
retinitis pigmentosa.
the visual signal to the brain.
The UK Medicines and Healthcare
Regulatory Agency (MHRA) has
accepted GenSight’s application to
run a first clinical trial in the UK
testing a new type of therapy with
the potential to treat all forms of
retinitis pigmentosa.
The need to transform the visual
signals stems from the fact that the
light-sensitive protein delivered to
The Phase I/II trial, called PIONEER,
the neurons has less sensitivity
will study the safety and
than that of healthy human
tolerability of GenSight’s therapy,
photoreceptors. This information is
called GS030, in patients with endprocessed in a pocket computer
stage retinitis pigmentosa with
the size of a mobile phone.
vision not better than “counting
fingers.” The company expects to
CEO and co-founder Bernard Gilly
treat the first patient in the first
stated that the therapy could also
quarter of 2018 and will measure
be extended to other retinal
the outcome after a year.
diseases such as dry age-related
macular degeneration (dry-AMD).
GS030 is a combination of a gene
therapy and a wearable “optronic
visual stimulation device.” The gene
www.rpfightingblindness.org.uk
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NEWS

Retina International World Congress
2018
about new programmes in patient
involvement and clinical trials all
over the world, we in the UK also
had the opportunity to share our
aspirations. Those aspirations
include building evidence about the
RPFB’s Chief Executive Tina
inherited sight loss community so
Houlihan represented us at the
we cannot only be providing
twentieth Retina International
World Congress. Here’s her account support and information effectively
but also have the statistics needed
of the event.
to advocate more effectively as
In February I went to New Zealand
treatments come to market…
to attend the Retina International
essential to our work over the next
World Congress. First on the
few years as treatments become a
agenda is the grandly title General reality and politics take over.
Assembly where all of our
And then on with the scientific and
international partners (and Retina
public days of the conference. So
International members) worked
through the governance of running what are the top lines? More genes
have been discovered - well over
this international organisation.
More than this is the opportunity to 260 now, and that is great news!
Equally as important is the fact
meet with our counterparts and
that treatments for specific genes
catch up with new developments,
and their defects are now coming
faces and indeed member
through the scientific and clinical
organisations. This is a fantastic
process with Choroideremia, XLRp,
opportunity to build alliances,
Achromatopsia, Retinoschisis,
collaborations and pick up great
ideas from all over the world as well Usher Syndrome, Stargardt
as having an opportunity to develop Disease, LCA and LHON gene
this umbrella organisation that ties therapies now all being in clinical
trials. All good work, but the big
us all together.
news was the recent FDA approval
The following day incorporated an
of Luxturna, a gene therapy for
opportunity to learn more about
RPE65 gene (which causes LCA) progress all over the world in the
the first gene therapy for any
aptly named Continuous Education condition to get approval. Although
Programme. As well as learning
this was a big success it raised
18
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many questions around the pricing
of the therapy and the evidence
required to get the treatment to the
patient; something we will be
picking up on in the next few
months. As patient groups this was
a major breakthrough and takes us
further toward our goal of
treatments and cures for all.
Rest assured that we in the UK are
part of a fantastic international
movement and under the new
executive leadership of the
Gene Therapy Trials for Best
Disease could start in two years
Scientists in the U.S. say human
trials of gene therapy for the
inherited form of blindness known
as vitelliform macular
degeneration, or Best disease,
could be less than two years away,
following successful use of the
treatment in a canine model of the
disease. Developed through a
longstanding collaboration
between scientists at the
University of Pennsylvania’s School
of Veterinary Medicine and Penn’s
Perelman School of Medicine, the
canine therapy, which involves
injections of a healthy copy of the
causative BEST1 gene, corrected
both mild and more severe lesions
in animals with early- and mid-

wonderful Avril Daly, Retina
International is continuing to be a
leading light for our community and
is tirelessly working towards great
cohesion. The stand-out message
is that the patient-groups need to
start coming together to gather
evidence and campaign effectively;
our job has fundamentally
developed from basic research
funding to fearless, coherent
campaigners – all so we can enable
treatments to become a
widespread reality.
stage disease.
Best disease affects central vision,
but it has also been shown that the
disease involves dysfunction
across the retina. Work by the Penn
team in the canine BEST1 disease
model has now shown that the
disorder is associated with more
widespread abnormalities at the
RPE-PR interface, and in particular
loss of RPE apical microvilli, which
leads to microdetachment of the
retina.
Although continued work will be
needed to evaluate safety, identify
human patients who may benefit,
and determine whether the
treatment may be suitable for
patients with more advanced
disease, the researchers hope that
clinical gene therapy trials could
start within a few years.
www.rpfightingblindness.org.uk
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RDH12 Project and Events
This year RP Fighting Blindness is
funding a new three year project
investigating Leber congenital
amaurosis (LCA) caused by faults in
the RDH12 gene. This work will be
led by Dr Mariya Moosajee at UCL’s
Institute of Ophthalmology and
aims to study the actual disease
mechanisms and identify potential
treatments. LCA is a severe form of
retinitis pigmentosa and is the
primary cause of blindness in
children, affecting two to three in
every 100,000 individuals.
The project has been supported by
Candle in the Dark, The RDH12
Fund for Sight and Through Vicky’s
Eyes.
Candle in the Dark Child Vision
Research Fund is a
charitable
organisation based
in Belgium, managed
by the King Baudouin Foundation,
funding research for inherited eye
diseases.

The RDH12 Fund for Sight is a
20
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registered US charitable foundation
and it is singularly devoted to the
development of a cure for RDH12LCA.
Through Vicky’s
Eyes is a project to
help a four year
old girl with LCA, called Vicky, to
see the world for longer. It aims to
raise awareness and money to
support research into LCA.
Eyes on the Future Gala Dinner
A Fundraising Gala Dinner - Eyes on
the Future - is planned for 10th
October at The Park Lane Hotel in
London. Featuring dynamic
entertainment, a cocktail
reception, three course meal and
‘dining in the dark’ experience, this
event promises to be a fabulous
evening.
Individual places are £200, £2,000
for a table of ten, and all proceeds
will be used to fund our exciting
new RDH12 project. If you can help
in any way (perhaps by sourcing
auction lots for the evening, or
speaking to your employer about
corporate sponsorship) please
contact Emily in the Fundraising

INFORMATION
Office on 01280 815900 or
emily@rpfightingblindness.org.uk.

The day will include:
• Talks from researchers and
clinicians, including Dr Mariya
Moosajee, Mr Rob Henderson and
Dr Adam Dubis.
• Updates on the latest scientific
research, including our new RDH12
project.

Information Day
If you or a family member is
affected by RDH12-related LCA or
RP you may also be interested in
attending an Information Day
planned for 15th September in
London and organised by
Moorfields Eye Hospital NHS
Foundation Trust and UCL’s
Institute of Ophthalmology.
The day will be a great opportunity
to meet other individuals and
families affected by this genetic
diagnosis, and to learn more about
support available and the current
scientific knowledge.

• An opportunity to connect with
other families affected by the
condition.
Children of any age are welcome
and the event is free to attend.
Places must be pre-booked. If you
would like to attend, please contact
Priya Francome-Wood, Genetic
Counsellor, on
rdh12.day@gmail.com at your
earliest opportunity, stating how
many members of your family
would like to attend and the ages of
any children.
Please also get in touch if you are
unable to attend, but would like to
be kept updated on future
opportunities to engage with the
RDH12 community.

Visit the RP Fighting Blindness website at www.rpfightingblindness.org.uk
regularly to keep up to date with all our events throughout the year and
news about scientific research and advances. You can also sign up for
e-Bulletins, download our publications and listen to events recordings!
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We
ell Done
Team
e
RP!
RP Fighting Blindness would like to
o congratulate our amazing V
Virgin Money London
Marathon runners, who ran the prestigious 26.2 mile route on 22nd April 2018.
After the run, our team of 19 runners
nners enjoyed a warm welcome, refreshments
and use of showers at our post-race reception at the Taj
Taj Hotel!
As well as training for
f the event, the team have been
working hard to raise money ffor RP Fighting Blindness over the past year,
arranging lunches, pub quizzes, cake
k sales
l and
d more!! Thank
Th k you Team
Team RP!
A big thank you also goes to Sally from Rodrigues Relaxation
for donating her massage services
es on the day
day.

Join Team RP for
Tough Mudder 2018!
Multiple dates and locations available!
£25 Registration Fee
£300 Minimum Fundraising Target
If you want to raise money for RP Fighting Blindness in 2018 while undertaking
a fantastic physical challenge, look no further than Tough Mudder!
Tough Mudder is a 10-12 mile obstacle course designed by the
Special Forces to test all-around strength, stamina, teamwork, and
mental grit.
Join individually or as a team!
Contact Emily for more information
on 01280 815900 or email
HPLO\#US¿JKWLQJEOLQGQHVVRUJXN

INFORMATION

Genetic Testing
A genetic test can help identify the
faulty gene that’s causing an
inherited retinal dystrophy (IRD) in
you or your family, and usually
takes the form of a blood or tissue
test.

people find having ‘ownership’ of
their condition helps them manage
it better.

Not all genes have been discovered
yet, and as a result, not everyone’s
gene fault can be identified. We do
strongly recommend testing
Identification of your particular
gene can be helpful for a number of however, as more genes are being
reasons; you can learn more about discovered.
your condition and related
If you’d like to learn more about
research; should you wish to join
genetic testing, talk to your
clinical trials, in order to access
ophthalmologist or alternatively
one or a resulting treatment you
call our Helpline on 0845 123 2354.
must know your gene; and many

Stamp Appeal
You can help support our work
easily at home just by saving the
stamps from your post, as used
stamps have a value to collectors
all over the world! We'd like to grow
this area of our fundraising, as it's
something easy everyone can do
and can generate a really good
income for us. We can also raise
funds from unused stamps,
unwanted stamp collections and
first editions. If possible, please cut
your stamps out of their envelopes,
leaving plenty of room (5 - 10mm)
around them.
So far, the stamp appeal has raised
an incredible £2433.84 for

RP Fighting Blindness.
Stamps should be sent to:
RP Fighting Blindness stamp appeal
22, Huckford Road
Winterbourne
Bristol
BS36 1EA.
If you’re interested in other ways you
can fundraise for RP Fighting
Blindness, please get in touch and
we’ll be happy to provide information
and resources to help you support
us. You can call 01208 821334 or
email
fundraising@rpfightingblindness.org.uk
to speak to one of our team.
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